
Min Spanning Tree

Given undireted, connected graph G= (V, E), a spaning tree is tree
G' = (V, E') with E'S E

A i, paming Te CAT of wined comested weighted graph

- Apprenget ingo with min cost
Prop Given tree:

add edge creates exactly one cycle,

then removing any edge in this cycle creates tree again

Prop Light edge property ~ unique weights
I undirected, conn, weighted & with 1V1=2,vusv. lul=l,

the min edge e from U to VIll is in MST

Proof el If e is only edge btwn Ul and VIV then duh

c2 Else AFSOC e &MST, then Ie E MST that goes
btwn U and VIU, éte, and e forms cycles with
e if e added to MST

Add e to the MST and remove e'. We still get
spanning tree but costs less. *

Heavy edge prop

the heavest edge in amy cycle is not in the MST

# MST Algs

All O(mign) work, span maybe different
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Kruckal

sort edges by weight

if (u,v) = ELi] not self edge:
scheck usug union find

contract (u, v),

Prim" same cost analysis as Dijkstra

PES with p(u) = min w(x. v)

Sleator - Tarjan -Ilgn method to fund heavy edge in cycle

for e= (u,v) € E:
add e to MST
if new cycle formed:

remove heavest from that cycle

Borika (1926 ish). parallel

boruvka (G = (V, E, w)) =
if IEl then o

Every step reduce by at least t

so worse case lan steps
for every vert find min weight eada é to MST
G' = contract all edges identified

recus on G' Ign possible
wure tian

star

add (u,v)

seff edge

to MST
6* self edge

Cost:

else
per Find min
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